Decision making rules

Decision making
“you cannot make progress without making decisions”
-

Quick rules
reference

Jim Rohn

Game Overview:
Making decisions is hard, making decision in a cooperative is even
harder. There are a lot of factors to consider and all members
wishes must be taken into account. This game will give you the
opportunity to test your decision making skills and ability to come
to a consensus.
The group will be split into cooperatives. Each cooperative will
chose their starting situation and the ability to change their
situation during the game to take advantage of the different
situations that arise.

Materials:
Print yourselves on A4:
Cooperative sheets (print A4 single sided)
Game materials:
11 – Decision Cards (10 x 10cm cards single sided)
16 – Event Cards (10 x 10 cm cards single sided)
8 x 6-sided Dice
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Make the best decisions
as a cooperative. The
Cooperative that makes
the best decisions will
win the game.

Decision making rules

Game Concepts:
Most of the concepts don’t have to be known by the players, only the
person who’s leading the exercise. Players only need to know the
general game flow to be able to participate.

Cooperative sheets:
These sheets give an overview of the cooperatives assets.
They include:
●
●
●

●
●
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Current available capital
Income
Assets in cooperative
o Basic (Crops and Livestock)
o Refined (Cheese making and Greenhouse)
o Other assets (Farm equipment and Financial Office)
Market Forces
PR

The cooperative sheet
shows:
-

Captial
Income
Assets
Market forces
PR
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Event Cards:
These cards are added to the decision deck during the game. Sometimes
when resolving a Decision card the resolution of the decisions adds
specific Event cards to the Decision deck.
These cards have a specific category, always add cards from the
specified category during the resolution step. For example, if a cheese
making upgrade is purchased add a cheese making event card.
Only one card per category can be added into the deck each resolution
phase, for example if a livestock card already been added this round
ignore any instructions of adding another.

Event cards are only
added during the game.

They are one-time effects
that affect the Coops in
different ways.

If there is no more events of a certain category when asked to add a card
Ignore that effect.

Events are always added
during the resolution
step of a Decision card.

These cards are Events that will reflect what is happening in the game.
These cards do not count as “turns” and after resolved continue drawing
until you draw a Decision Card. Only resolve one Event per Turn, if a
second event card is drawn, discard that card without resolving it.

Never play more than
one event per turn.
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Decision Cards:
These cards are the core aspect of the game. Each “round” a Decision
card is drawn and resolved from the decision deck.
Only 9 of these cards will be drawn each game so no game will have the
exact same cards show up. Each Decision Card will force each
cooperative to decide a course of action.
The cards are only ever handled by the moderator, selecting and adding
the Event cards into the Decision deck as well as reading the Decision
cards and making sure they are followed is the moderator’s
responsibility. This means minimal rules knowledge is required by the
participants.
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Each game 9 decision
cards will be drawn.

The moderator is the
only one who reads the
Decision cards.
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Set up:
First Split the group into 3 – 7 cooperatives. Each cooperative should be
made up of 3- 5 participants. Then do the following:
1. Give each cooperative:
a. 1 cooperative sheet
b. one 6-sided Die
2. Each cooperative fill in the following on their cooperative sheets:
a) Name of the cooperative
b) Select one of the following assets to start the game with
(Refined assets cannot be selected since you require the
corresponding basic asset):
o Livestock
o Crops
o Farm Equipment
o Financial Office
c) Set the Income to 0 on the Coop Sheet

Give each cooperative:
-

Coop sheet
One 6-sided die

Each Cooperative fill in
the following:
-

Name
One Asset
Income to 0
Current Cap 10

d) Set the Current capital to 10

Moderator:

e) Set PR and Market forces to neutral.

Separate Event &
Decision deck

Then the moderator does the following:
3. The moderator the exercise separates the Event Cards and the
Decision Cards.
4. shuffle the decision cards and takes 9 cards to form the Decision
Deck.
5. Set aside the Event Cards, these should not be shuffled as the
leader of the exercise will be prompted to add cards from
specific Categories to the Decision deck from time to time.
You are now ready to start playing the game.
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Create 3-7 Coops. Each
made up of 3-5
memebers.

Shuffle Decision deck and
draw 9 cards.
Set aside Event Cards
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How to play:
The game takes place over 9 rounds. Each round is divided into 3 phases
1. Decision Phase
2. Resolution Phase
3. Income Phase

Game is 9 rounds Divided
into:
1. Decision Phase
2. Resolution Phase
3. Income Phase

Decision Phase:
Each round the moderator draws the top card of the decision deck and
reads the card text aloud to all participants.

Decision Phase:

If it is an Event Card Resolve the event on the card and then draw
another card.

If Event read it and draw
another card.

If it is an Decision Card all the cooperatives discuss which option to
choose according to their current situation. When all cooperatives have
chosen which option to go with, all cooperatives tells the other
cooperatives and moderator their decision.

Remember to only
resolve 1 event card per
turn.

If Dice needs to be rolled follow the instructions on the card, either:
●
●

Each individual Cooperative rolls their dice (for individual
consequences)
The moderator rolls one dice (for global/large scale
consequences)

Resolution Phase:
The moderator then reads aloud all the repercussions from the cards
resolution section.

Draw top card from deck

If Decision card read it
and then move on to
Resolution phase.

Resolution Phase:

Read resolutions

If Dice needs to be rolled follow the instructions on the card, either:
●
●

Each individual Cooperative rolls their dice (for individual
consequences)
The moderator rolls one dice (for global/large scale
consequences)

If Event cards are added because of the repercussions the moderator
finds the correct cards and shuffles them into the Decision deck creating
new events the players will face later on. IMPORTANT! Don’t forget to
shuffle the deck each time a new Event card is added.
After the card is resolved move on to the Income Phase
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If Events are to be added
moderator finds them
and adds correct ones to
the decision deck.
Shuffle Decision Deck if
events are added.
Move onto Income Phase

Decision making rules
Income Phase:
Each coop receives capital depending on their current income on their
coop sheet. If positive add that value to their Capital. If negative remove
that amount from their capital.
If at the end of the income phase the Cooperatives current capital is
below 0 the cooperative is bankrupt and are immediately disbanded,
they have lost the game.
Game End
After 9 rounds the game ends and proceed to final scoring
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Income Phase:
Receive capital equal to
income

If capital is below zero
after income phase that
cooperative is out of the
game.
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Gameplay Example:
Fig. 1 The round starts with the decision phase. The
moderator draws a card. It turns out to be an event
that has previously been shuffled into the deck (1).
It is a PR event. Focusing on the cooperative’s PR
state. Lyon farms (2) have bad PR so they have to
roll a die, unfortunately for them their Bad PR cost
them multiple members (-2 cap).
Somerset farms (3) have good PR, meaning they are
unaffected by the event.
Southfarms have neutral PR, so they also have to roll
a die. They roll a 2. Luckily for them this means that
nothing happens.
Then the event Is discarded and the moderator
draws another Card.
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Fig. 2 First Lyon farms has to update their current
capital because of the event (1), decreasing it by 2.
The card drawn by the moderator is a Decision Card
(2). It’s about diversification.
Lyon Farm (3) decides to go with a) “Leverage my
unique position on the market” . they will try and use
their unique market position since they are the only
cooperative that have Cheese making.
Somerset farms (4) decide to go with c)”Find a
specific Niche within the market, no matter the
cost!” since they are not as confident as Lyon
farms(3) about their position.
Southfarms (5) decide to go with b) “Fall back on our
solid financial position”. Since they have been
focusing on accumulating capital during the game.
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Fig. 3 we then move on to the resolution Phase. The
moderator goes trough each selected option with
the cooperatives.
Lyon Farms gets one additional income (1) and 1
capital (2) because of their choice.
Somerset farms decrease their capital by 4 (3) to
purchase a greenhouse asset (4) because of their
choice.
Southfarms increase their Current capital by 2 (5)
because of their choice
The moderator discards the decision card and moves
onto the income phase.
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Fig. 4 In this phase each Cooperative adds or
subtracts their income from their current capital
Lyon farms has an income of 2 (1). So they add 2 to
their current capital (2)
Somerset Farms have zero income so nothing
changes for them (3)
Southfarms has -1 income. So they decrease their
current capital by 1 (4).
That concludes one full round of Decision making.
The moderator then starts the next round by
drawing another card from the decision deck.
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Final Scoring:
To get the final score for each coop score each coop sheet as follows:
●
●
●

The base of the score is the Coops current Capital
Add current capital Income
Add +1 for each asset the coop currently has

Score:
Current Capital
+

This makes up the final Score

Income

For example:

+

The Cooperative “sheep farms” ends the game with a current capital of
13.

Number of assets.

To this they add their current income that is -2.
They then add +3 for their 3 current assets.
“Sheep farms” end the game with a final score of 13-2+3 = 14 points.
After the game ends each cooperative takes some time to see where
their cooperative is in relation to where they started and if the correct
decisions were taken during the game. The outcome and analyses of the
game is then collective discussed by all participants.
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